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[image: Djuice Internet Packages]

Telenor is a popular telecom company in Pakistan. Telenor has divided its users in to Talkshalk Users and Djuice customers. Many of Telenor Internet packages are for both Djuice and Talkshalk customers. However the Telenor Internet Packages only for Djuice are below. All these Internet bundles for Djuice users only and Telenor Talkshalk users are not eligible to subscribe to these Internet offers.






All these Djuice Internet Bundles are 2G only. However if you are a Djuice users and want to subscribe for 3G Internet Bundles then these Internet packages are not for you because all these Djuice Internet Packages can be used on 2G speed.







Following are the Djuice Internet Packages along with charges, data volume (in MBs), Validity and subscription stings/code.

Read More
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[image: Jazz Sim Lagao offer 2016]


Mobilink Jazz is best known for its quality service and biggest coverage area in Pakistan. Jazz wants its users back on Jazz Network. For this purpose, Jazz has recently announced SIM lagao offer. This is an exciting invitation from Jazz to its customers. Jazz Sim Lagao Offer 2016 is for all those Jazz customers who have not used their Jazz sim since 10th April, 2016.






Jazz Sim Lagao Offer 2016 offers 1500 free Jazz to Jazz minutes, 1500 SMS to any local network and 1500 MBs 2G mobile Intenet data for one month. Jazz Sim Lagao Offer 2016 is not only limited to these incentives but if you consume Rs. 12 inclusive of taxes, you will get 50 Jazz to Jazz Minutes, 50 SMS and 50 MBs 2G Internet for one day. If you have a Jazz sim and you did not use it since 10 April 2016, then you are eligible to get all free incentives.

Read more »
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[image: Ladkiyon Ki Baghawat ]


Free download or read online another Urdu Islamic book "Larkiyon Ki Baghawat" (The rebellion of the girls) and read Urdu Islamic articles about girls and women. Larkiyon Ki Baghawat Urdu book is compiled by Fazilah Shykh Abdu Kaleem Maqsood Ul Hassan Faizi who is Salfi School of thoughts Islamic scholar from Mumbai, India. The author Fazilah Shykh Abdu Kaleem Maqsood Ul Hassan Faizi has written/compiled many other Islamic books.






Unlike the title name "Larkiyon Ki Baghawat" this book is all about the Islamic teachings about a female Muslims. Every Muslim woman and girl should read this Urdu book because there are a lot of information about the women Islam. The content page of Larkiyon Ki Baghawat describes the book in a better way.






Larkiyon Ki Baghawat is here in Pdf foramt and as long as 111 pages with the smallest Pdf size of 3 MB only, You can free download and read online this Urdu book from the table below the sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the  "Ladkiyon Ki Baghawat" By Fazilah Shykh Abdu Kaleem Maqsood Ul Hassan Faizi



[image: Content of Larkiyon Ki Baghawat]




[image: Index of Larkiyon Ki Baghawat]






Read more »
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[image: Telenor Haftawar Chappar Phar Offer 700 Mins Weekend FREE]





Now make unlimited free calls from Telenor to Telenor for the whole week for as low as Rs. 74 only. Telenor has recently introduced "Telenor Haftawar Chhappar Phaar Offer" which lets Telenor Talkshalk users to make unlimited free calls to to any telenor number on Friday, Saturday and Sunday and free 700 minutes for the rest day of the week. 







Telenor Haftawar Chappar Phar offer is a weekly offer and for Telenor Talkshalk users only. With Telenor Haftawar Chappar Phaar Offer, any Talkshalk user can get free 700 on-net minutes and unlimited free calls on Friday to Sunday.

Read More















Telenor Haftawar Chappar Phaar Package
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[image: Get 10 GB Extra with Zong MBB 10 GB Dosti Offer]


The most popular telecom company in Pakistan, Zong has recently announced that is will change everything and will relaunch itself from the beginning. Zong has also changed its logo and willing to make changes to every call, SMS and Internet packages and bundles. To this effect, Zong has launch "Zong 10 GB Dosti Offer". 






With Zong 10 GB Dosti MBB offer, now anyone who buy Zong MBB device before 31 July 2016, will get 10GB extra volume on each Zong MBB bundle for the rest of the year. They will get 34 GB instead of 24, 60 GB instead of 50 and 110 GB instead of 100 for the entire year.


Get 2000 MB for Rs 100 for one Week with Zong Super Weekly Offer



If you are willing to purchase Zong MBB device, then this is golden chance to buy it before the 31st July 2016. You will get 10 GB free extra bonus for each Zong MBB bundle for the rest of the year. This will give you more freedom to browse the Internet openly. Remember that Zong MBB Dosti offer is for a limited time.

Read More













10 GB extra Data Volume on Zong MBB
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[image: Ramazan Maah-e-Taqwa Pdf]


Free download or read online another Urdu Islamic book "Ramzan Maah-e-Taqwa" and read about the holy month of Ramazan in Urdu language. Ramzan Maah-e-Taqwa (the month of forbearance) is authored by Shah Hakeem Mohammad Akhtar who is a popular Islamic scholar and the proffessor of Khanqah Imdadia Ashrafia. Hazrat Shah Hakeem Mohammad Akhtar has compiled a few other books about Islam. 






Ramzan Maah-e-Taqwa Pdf Urdu book is all about the holy month of Ramadan. The author has written all about fasting and the blessing of fasting. Hakeem Shah Mohammad Akhtar has also written about Ittekaf and Shab-e-Qadar. Ramzan Mah-e-Taqwa Urdu book is all about Fasting, Taravih, Ittekaf, Shab-e-Qadar and about Eidgaah. This is an informative Urdu book about Ramadan in Urdu language.






Ramzan Mah-e-Taqwa Urdu book is here in Pdf format with the small Pdf size of 1.55 MB. This is a short Urdu book about 52 pages. You can free download and reado online this Urdu book from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Islamic Book "Ramadan Maah-e-Taqwa" By Shah Hakeem Mohammad Akhtar



[image: Contents of Ramazan Maah-e-Taqwa]




[image: Index of Ramazan Maah-e-Taqwa]






Read more »













Urdu Book Ramzan Maah e Taqwa
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[image: Qudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia]


Free download or read online another useful Urdu book "Qudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia" (The Encyclopedia of natural diets) and read excellent articles about different fruits and vegetables in Urdu language. "Qudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia" Urdu book is compiled by Alhaj Masood Ahmed Khan Durrani. He has researched and compiled this Urdu book, He has collected the useful articles of each vegetable and fruit.






There are different articles written by different Hakeems and Doctors in this Urdu book Kudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia. The book is full of useful contents such as there is an article by Hakeem Abdul Waheed Suleman, who claims that blood cancer is treatable without surgery. He has also written an article about how to avoid from heart surgery.






Kudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia Urdu book is a detailed Urdu book about the benefits of each single fruit and vegetable. There are a lot of healthy recipes (Totkay) in the Urdu language. The books is not only limited to fruits and vegetable. There are wonderful healthy recipe about different herbs such as saffron, olive, nigella seeds etc.






Qudrati Ghizaon ka Encyclopedia by Alhaj Masood Ahmed Khan Durrani is here in Pdf format and as long as 688 pages with the small Pdf size of 16.6 MB only. You can free download and read online this Urdu book from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Book "Qudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia" By Alhaj Masood Ahmed Khan Durrani



[image: Preface of Qudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia Urdu Book]




[image: Sample page of Kudrati Ghizaon Ka Encyclopedia]






Read more »
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[image: Ufone Removes Social Bundles from Super Cards Offers]


Ufone is removing the social media bundles that it was offering with Ufone Mini Super Card, Ufone Super Card and Ufone Super Card Plus, a statement running on the Ufone Official website has said.






Ufone was offering additional mobile Internet data for Facebook, Whatsapp, Twitter and Line as Social Media Packs free with Ufone Super Cards Offers. These social packs were as below;




	500 MBs Social Pack on Ufone Super Mini Card
	1000 MB Social Pack on Ufone Super Card
	1200 MB Social Pack on Ufone Super Card Plus



ReadMore	
	

	



















Ufone takes down Social Bundles from Super Cards Offers
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[image: How to Register Zong Ecare account step by step]


Like other telecom companies in Pakistan, Zong also lets its user an online E-care account. Now every Zong customer can change its price plan, packages, can view your zong logs, block unwanted numbers, recharge balance with a scratch card and can check SIM usage and consumption details with Zong Ecare account online. I will write a detail post about Zong E-care account but this time I am going to write over an issue that people are facing while registering Zong Ecare Account.






Few days back I was trying to create my Zong Ecare account. I navigated to Zong Ecare website but when I clicked on the sign up link, nothing was happening to the link. I tried a lot, even Zong direct sing up link was also not working. Finally I talked to the Zong customer agent about this issue. He told me that users can't sign up on Zong E-care account if they are using any browser other than Internet explorer 8.1 or above. Previously I tried different browsers like Google's Chrome, Opera, Slimjet and Baidu. Anyway, finally I opened the Zong ecare accoutn website on Microsoft's Internet explorer and the sign up link worked. If you are also facing such problem while making Zong Ecare account then follow the below steps.


Read More












How to Create Zong Ecare Account Step by Step
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Telenor Talkshalk 75 offer is a prepaid and most used package by Telenor Talkshalk users. Telenor Talkshalk 75 offers 75 Paisas + tax for 30 sec calls to any network. This package is one of the major Telenor call packages. This package lets the Telenor Talkshalk customers to make calls to any network at any time for Rs. 75+Tax per 30 sec call but Telenor has recently announced that Telenor is going to change the price of Telenor Talkshalk 75 offer.






Read More








 Telenor Changes Price of Telenor Talkshalk 75 from 1st July
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[image: Johri Qayamat ]


Free download or read online another fantastic Urdu novel "Johri Qayamt" and read three different fictions in Urdu language. "Johri Qayamat" (Atomic Destruction) is the title name of this Urdu novel. There are three fiction stories in the Urdu language in Johri Qayamat. All three stories are translated from the English language. Different English Authors wrote all the three stories. The credit of this Urdu novel goes to Mr. Tahir Javed Mughal who has worked hard and translated 3 English stories into Urdu language. Tahir Javed Mughal is himself a famous Urdu novelist. He has made his name in a very short span of time. He is also the author of various Urdu novels. 






Johri Qayamat Pdf Urdu novel has the following three stories;




	Johri Qayamat
	Manzil Gazidah
	Sailab Bila Khaiz





All these three stories under the above titled were found interested and that is why Tahir Javed Mughal translated these stories into Urdu language. You will surely enjoy all these fictions in your own Urdu language.






Johri Qayamat by Tahir Javed Mughal is here in Pdf format and as long as 256 pages with the small Pdf size of 3.2 MB only. You can free download and read online this Urdu novel from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Novel "Johri Qayamat" By Tahir Javed Mughal



[image: Preface of Johri Qayamat Novel]




[image: Sample page of Johri Qayamat]
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 Johri Qayamat by Tahir Javed Mughal Urdu Pdf Novel Free Download
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[image: Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya]


Free Download or read online another fantastic Urdu book "Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagya" and read lesson-able stories in the Urdu language. "Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya" (When Agel Disguised and came) is the title name of this Urdu book which is authored by Mohammad Tahir Naqqash who is famous Urdu writer. Mohammad Tahir Naqqash has written different types of Urdu books. He is also a favorite Urdu writer for kids, 






Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya Urdu book is specially written for the Muslim kids; however, the adults can also read this book to learn some Islamic stories to tell their children. Mohammad Tahir Naqqash has collected the Islamic stories in this Urdu book. The title name "Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya" is itself a catchy title but the stories are inside this book are real and exciting. All Muslims should tell such an interesting and real stories to their children to educate them with Islamic lessons.






Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya Urdu book is here in Pdf format and as long as 65 pages with the small Pdf size of only 1.64 MB only. You can free download and read online this Urdu book from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Islamic Book "Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Aagaya" By Mohammad Tahir Naqqash



[image: Contents of Jab Farishta Bhais Badal kar Aagaya]
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Jab Farishta Bhais Badal Kar Agaya Pdf Urdu Islamic Book Download
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[image: Hazrat Eisa AS Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia]


Free download or read online another must read Urdu book "Hazrat Eisa AS Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia" (My extreme Love with Jesus brought me to Islam). This Urdu book is the Urdu translation of Simon Alfredo's famous English Book "My Great Love for Jesus led me to Islam". Simon Alfredo who is know Abu Maryam (The father of Maryam) has written this book all about his conversion from Christianity to Islam. 






Inside this Urdu book "Hazrat Eisa AS Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia" Abu Maryam (Simon Alfredo) has written introduction about himself, his life in America, the truthfulness of the Holy Quran, the Mission of Hazrat Jesus A.S. He has also written about the final Prophet, Prophet Mohammad SAW. Simon Alfredo has also spotlighted the beliefs of the Christianity and Islam. The main story inside the book is the decision of conversion to Islam and the role of the Personality of Hazrat Jesus. He has also written how Islam did inspire him. The book has a lot of information abuot Simon Alfredo's journey to Islam in Urdu language.






Hazrat Eisa AS Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia Urdu book is here in Pdf format and as long as 113 pages. You can free download and read online this Urdu book from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Islamic Book "Hazrat Eisa A.S Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia" By Abu Maryam (Simon Alfredo Caraballo)



[image: Contents of Simon Alfredo's Urdu book]




[image: Representation by the Translator]
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 Hazrat Eisa AS Se Be Panah Mohabbat Ne Mujhe Islam Tak Phuncha Dia
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[image: Jinnati Kunwan ]


Free download or read online another fantastic Urdu book "Jinnati Kunwan" and enjoy true Urdu stories. "Jinnati Kunwan" is the title name of this Urdu novel which is authored by Mr. Mayil Khair Abadi who is famous Urdu novelist and popular Urdu author. Mayil Khair Abadi has written a lot of Urdu books and novels. He is considered one of the best Urdu novelists for children and kids in Pakistan. 






Jinnati Kunwa Pdf Urdu novel is a short Urdu novel consisting short Urdu stories. All the stories in Jinnati Kunwa Urdu novel are considered as true. There are 14 short stories including some articles about kids education and training. The author Mail Khair Abadi has written these stories for kids and children however, the adults can also enjoy these instructive stories.






Jinnati Kunwa Urdu novel is here in Pdf format with the small Pdf size of 1.7 MB only. You can free download and read online this Urdu novel from the table below the following sample pages.


Contents/Sample Pages of the Urdu Novel "Jinnati Kunwan" By Mayil Khairabadi



[image: Contents of Jinnati Kunwan]




[image: Sample page of Jinnati Kunwan Novel]
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 Jinnati Kunwa by Mayil Khair Abadi Urdu Novel Free Download
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[image: Khameeri Musalman ]


Free download or read online another Islamic Urdu Book "Khameeri Musalman" and read the amazing stories of newly converted People to Islam in easy Urrdu Language. "Khameeri Musalman" or "Khamiri Musalman" is the title name of this Urdu book. Khamiri Musalman is authored by a female Muslim woman namely Bint-e-Adil. Bint-e-Adil has collected the real stories of those people who converted to Islam. The stories are mostly narrated by the newly converted people by themselves. Bint-e-Adil has collect all the stories in this Urdu book Khameeri Musalman. The stories represent the feelings and spirits of the lucky people who accepted Islam. There are many shocking stories of such a people who faced a lot of difficulties from their societies and family on their way to Islam. Khameeri Musalman means "Muslim by birth" however the stories inside the book is all about the Nou Muslims (Newly converted Muslims).






Khameeri Musalman by Binte Adil is here in Pdf format and as long as 120 Pages. you can free download and read online this Urdu book from the table below the following sample pages.



Read more »[image: ]













Khameeri Musalman Pdf Urdu Islamic Book Free Download
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[image: Zong Ramzan Internet Offer 2016]


Whenever the Islamic holy month of Ramazan begins, the daily routine of all Pakistanis changes because of Ramazan. Many Internet users sleep at daytime while use Internet at night time. With the importance and change in the daily routine of Ramazan, mostly Pakistani cellular companies introduce special packages and offers to their users at every month of Ramzan.






Zong, which is one of the five telecom companies in Pakistan, has also launched Ramzan Internet Offer to its users. Zong has introduced the Daytime Daily Internet Package for the holy month of Ramzan of 2016. Now Zong users will get 1GB data bundle for Rs. 12 only.






Previously we have shared the complete info about Telenor Ramzan Internet Package for 2016. We will also share other companies packages whenever they introduce.







Now Zong users will get 1GB Zong Mobile Internet bundle for Rs. 12/day for the whole month of Ramzan from 04:00 AM to 07:00 PM.

Read More













  Zong Ramzan Internet Offer 2016 1GB for Rs 12 per Day
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[image: How to check your Jazz, Ufone, Warid, Zong Telenor SIM numbers?]


Every Pakistani is allowed to keep more than one sim. Many people keep different telecom companies sims. They use one sim for calls, 2nd sim for SMS, third sim for the Internet. There are five telecom companies in Pakistan, Ufone, Warid, Jazz, Telenor and Zong. Some people keep each sim of each cellular company. It 's hard to remember the Sim number of each sim.







In this post, we will use each mechanism of checking lost Telenor, Jazz, Ufone, Zong and Warid number if you have forgotten anyone of these sim numbers.







Sometimes we don't have any balance to make a call to a nearby cell phone just to check our sim card number. We need to find our sim number if we want to load balance through Uload/easyload/jazzload/waridload/zongload because we have to tell our number to the retailer.







There are different mechanics used to locate different Sim numbers. But in this post, I will show you how to know your forgotten Ufone, Jazz, Telenor, Warid and Zong Sim Number. 

Read More










	
	

	












How to Find Your Mobile Sim Number in Pakistan
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[image: complete information about Jazz Haftawar Package]


Jazz brings another exciting weekly offer for its customers. Jazz is one of the five cellular companies in Pakistan. Almost all mobile companies in Pakistan introduce daily, weekly and monthly packages. Jazz is also one of the most popular telecom company in Pakistan. Mobilink Jazz has recently launched "Haftawar Offer". This is an exciting offer for all those Jazz users who mostly use calls and messages.






Haftawar means Weekly. Jazz Haftawar Package is also a weekly offer and the validity is seven days.






Now all Mobilink prepaid customers can avail 70 MBs 3G mobile Internet data, 700 SMS and 700 on-net minutes for Rs. 75 inclusive of taxes for one week and enjoy calling, messages and browsing Internet at any time for a week with no time restriction

Read more »[image: ]













Get 700 Mins 700 SMS 70 MB 3G Internet Jazz Haftawar Package
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[image: Ufone Daily Weekly Fortnightly Monthly Yearly SMS Bundles]


Ufone is one of the five cellular companies in Pakistan. Ufone is best known for the lowest call, SMS and Internet packages, Ufone offers SMS on the lowest prices in Pakistan. If you compare Ufone SMS bundles to other companies SMS buckets, you will find that Ufone SMS prices are the lowest. In this post we have narrated in complete detail about the Ufone SMS packages. We have mentioned all Ufone SMS bundles such as Ufone nightly SMS packages, Ufone Daily SMS offers, Ufone weekly sms buckets, Ufone fortnightly sms packages, Ufone Monthly SMS bundles and Ufone Yearly SMS buckets. Ufone also offers sms package for 45 Days.







We have ordered all Ufone sms offers as nightly, daily, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, 45 Days and yearly. All prices, volumes of smses and subscription methods are mentioned with each Ufone sms package.





Read More
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[image: Unlimited free calls from Ufone with Ufone 24 Ghantay Offer]


Now make unlimited calls from Ufone to Ufone, Vfone and PTCL for the whole day with Ufone 24 Ghantay Offer. Ufone is one of the five cellular company of Pakistan. Ufone is best known for its cheap and affordable call, Internet and SMS packages. Ufone lets its users to make unlimited free calls from Ufone to Ufone, Ufone to Vfone and Ufone to PTCL.






Ufone Internet, SMS and call offers have always been a source of delight for Ufone customers in Pakistan because you can not find such an affordable call packages anywhere else. Now with Ufone's 24 Ghantay Offer, Ufone users can make unlimited free calls to any Ufone, Vfone and PTCL numbers for the entire day.







Ufone 24 Ghantay Offer is the best choice for all those Ufone customers whose mostly friends and family are also either on Ufone, PTC or on Vfone network. Ufone Customers can make as many calls as they want, with Ufone 24 Ghantay Offer in just Rs. 11.99 + tax.





Read More[image: ]
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